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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scope of this document 

1.1.1 This document defines CAMRA’s Pub Data Specification.  

1.1.2 Section 2 is of general interest to all who are maintaining pub data. It describes the 
various fields that make up the data stored about a pub, and provides working 
definitions for the contents of those fields. Constraints on the values that can be 
given in a field are specified using XSD regular expression patterns [1]. 

1.1.3 Sections 3-7 are only of interest to those developing pub database systems. 

1.1.4 External references are given in section 8. Within this document a number in square 
brackets indicates a reference, e.g. [2].  

1.2 Scope of Pub Data 

1.2.1 This specification is to be used in relation to branches sharing data with other 
branches, but in particular for branches sharing data with the national pub 
database, a common shared repository that will be used for a variety of purposes.  

1.2.2 Adherence to this specification will ensure that the data in the national pub 
database will be of a consistent quality, which in turn means that derivatives of the 
national pub database, such as the national online pub guide WhatPub, will also be 
of an acceptable quality. 

1.2.3 This specification lists over 100 distinct fields. Many branches have several hundred 
pubs in their branch areas. Many branches have expressed concerns regarding just 
how much data they are expected to provide. Here we will provide guidelines to 
indicate which fields are mandatory, desirable and optional; what level of detail is 
expected for different proportions of a branch's pubs; and how often it's expected 
that branches will update each group of pub entries.  

1.2.4 We hope branches will agree that the guidelines represent an achievable task that 
most branches will find doable, but the guidelines are only a target, and we 
appreciate that conditions vary from one branch to another in terms of numbers of 
active volunteers, total numbers of pubs, and total geographical area. Any branch 
that is concerned by these guidelines should discuss them with their RD. 

1.2.5 Mandatory fields: PubID, County, Branch, Name, and Town are all fields that are 
essential to define the identity of a pub. Attempting to upload pub records with 
empty values for these fields will result in an error. Note that once a PubID has 
been assigned to a given pub, then the PubID can under no circumstances 
whatsoever be changed, whether the pub changes name, or is moved to a different 
branch area. Changing a PubID will result in related data becoming unavailable, for 
example, NBSS beer quality scores are tagged with the PubID and if the PubID is 
changed access to all existing beer scores will be lost. 

1.2.6 Desirable fields: Street, Postcode and Telephone are all key description fields that, 
together with the mandatory fields, would define a minimum level of detail for an 
online pub guide entry. These fields can typically be filled from online sources 
(Local Council licensing records, Google) without a physical survey, and data that 
will not get out of date very quickly. Attempting to upload pub records with empty 
values for these fields will result in a warning. 
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1.2.7 Optional fields: All other fields in the specification are optional. Many optional 
fields like opening hours, beer range and facilities are dynamic, and will soon 
become inaccurate if a pub is not surveyed regularly, and we do not expect that all 
pubs will be surveyed regularly. 

1.2.8 Default values: If PremisesType and PremisesStatus are omitted then they are 
assumed to be "P" and "O", and therefore if branches include licenced premises 
that are not pubs or are nor open then PremisesType and PremisesStatus must be 
provided for all records. If Latitude and Longitude are omitted then they will be 
computed from Postcode or OS Reference, where supplied, so that the pub can be 
displayed on a map. If optional fields are included then SurveyDate becomes 
desirable so that it can be determined if such optional data is likely to still be 
accurate. 

1.2.9 As regards guidelines for what proportion of a branch's pubs might be documented 
to different levels of detail, and the frequency of updates, we think there are three 
types of pub entries: full entries; partial entries and minimum entries, and these are 
defined below. 

1.2.10 Minimum entries: In a typical branch at least 20% of pubs in the branch area will 
not sell real ale and that these pubs are rarely if ever visited, and for this group we 
would expect nothing more than the mandatory fields (PubID, County, Branch, 
Name, and Town) to be provided, and that the details of these pubs might get 
checked online sometime every 5 years.  

1.2.11 Basic entries: For all pubs that serve real ale we would hope that branches would 
have at least all the “basic details”, meaning pub name, town, street, postcode, 
telephone number, and the real ale served flag and that all these pubs might be 
surveyed at sometime every 5 years. 

1.2.12 Full entries: In a typical branch, ~17-20% of the branches pubs are in the current 
GBG, and assuming that there has been a reasonable amount of turnover, ~50% of 
a typical branch’s pubs will have been in the GBG or been considered for the GBG 
in the last 5 years. We are proposing that branches aim to get Full Details: Basic 
Details plus opening hours, beer range, and a description, for ~50% of the pubs in a 
branch area as a working target, and that these pubs will always have been 
surveyed within a 3 year period. 

1.2.13 The above guidelines may be subject to change, as the design of the WhatPub 
guide evolves, and as the NE further clarifies its policy regards online pub guide 
publishing.  
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2. Data Fields 

2.1 Unique Reference (PubID) 

2.1.1 There are instances where the same district in the same town has two pubs of the 
same name. Also, pubs have a habit of changing name. This suggests some 
additional unique reference is required to identify the pub as a location. The 
previous national pub database had such a field, but there is no equivalent on the 
GBG form. 

2.1.2 The standard requires that unique references are generated for every pub and 
stored in a text field. The allocation of references should be devolved to branches, 
not managed centrally. For this to work, a nationally agreed scheme is required to 
ensure branches do not choose conflicting unique references. The standard is that 
all references are of the form <branch-code>/<locally-unique-id>. Each branch is 
responsible for generating local references as they see fit. Branches may use an 
existing scheme, use the old national scheme or simply number all their pub 
records sequentially. 

2.1.3 Once a system of unique references is introduced, it makes sense to use them as 
key fields in databases. For this to be most efficient, it is best if the fields have a 
small maximum length. Unless a maximum length is agreed in the standard, it will 
not be possible to locally assign a small maximum length and accept data from 
other databases. Consequently the standard fixes a maximum length of 16 
characters for the field. This allows 12 characters for the locally unique id, which 
can easily accommodate a small number and the year of allocation or similar 
conventions.   

2.1.4 If a pub closes or is demolished, branches should not reuse the unique identifier. 
This allows databases to keep historical records about closed pubs. Also, if a pub 
changes name or is allocated to a different branch, the unique identifier originally 
allocated should continue to be used. 

2.1.5 As pub data needs to be represented easily using XML, unique references must not 
contain leading or trailing whitespace characters or runs of multiple whitespace 
characters.   

2.1.6 Pub data will be shared between a local branch pub database and the national 
WhatPub database, and data must be kept consistent. If a pub is moved to a 
different branch area then all reference to the associated pub record and PubID 
must be removed from the national WhatPub database, so that new data can be 
populated when uploaded, and an admin function to remove a set of PubIDs is 
available in the CAMRA Pubs Online Pub Database Management system. 
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Field 
Name 

PubID 

Purpose Holds an identifier that uniquely identifies the pub. This reference 
relates to the physical location of the pub and remains unchanged 
should the pub change name or close and then reopen. PubID is a 
mandatory field, and is the primary basis by which a pub record in a 
branch pub database can be related to a specific pub record in the 
national pub database. 

Format <branch-code>/<locally-unique-id> 
where <branch-code> is the three letter code of the branch that 
defined the pub’s unique reference and <locally-unique-id> is an 
arbitrary string of up to 12 printable characters with no leading or 
trailing whitespace and no multi-whitespace sequences. 

Pattern ([A-Z]{3}/.{1,12}) 

Default Pub not yet assigned a unique reference. 

Example WOR/12-07 

Owner Branch 

 
2.2 County 

2.2.1 County is a text field that identifies the location of the pub in terms of county, region 
or London sector. It is used to divide the GBG into sections and is to some degree 
independent of postal address and CAMRA branch.  

2.2.2 The GBG uses a particular list that is based on the English counties, Welsh and 
Scottish regions, Northern Ireland and the postal districts for London. The actual 
regions are a mixture of historic counties, 1974-1998 counties and other convenient 
collections of geography.  

2.2.3 Rather than using the names of the counties, four or five letter codes will be used to 
represent them. Four/five letter codes have been chosen to deliberately avoid 
confusion with branch codes, which are three letters. 

2.2.4 The codes used are not based on Chapman Codes since not all GBG regions 
correspond to a county that is coded by Chapman.  

2.2.5 The codes chosen are essentially those used by the previous national database, 
with two exceptions (IOW and TAY) where three letter codes corresponding to 
branch codes were used.  

2.2.6 The list of county codes can be downloaded here 
http://data.camrapubs.org.uk/Downloads/county.csv. The codes are case sensitive. 
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Field 
Name 

County 

Purpose A code representing the county or geographical area in which the 
pub is located. The counties defined as those used to divide the 
Good Beer Guide into sections. Note this is not to be used as part of 
the mailing address. The sole purpose of this field is specifically to 
allow pubs to be allocated to the correct section of the Good Beer 
Guide. 

Format Four or five letter code, as defined in the table below. 

Pattern [A-Z]{4,5} 

Default None – a value must be specified. 

Example WORC 

Owner Branch 

 
2.3 Branch 

2.3.1 Two fields are used for the branch on the GBG form: one is the branch name and 
the other the branch code. One of these is clearly redundant with respect to data 
interchange. The standard uses the branch code rather than the branch name. This 
is because branch codes are more definitive than branch names, which sometimes 
lack universal agreement as to spelling etc.  

2.3.2 The branch code is a three-letter value, all in upper case. Branch names may be 
used locally for display purposes, but there is no need to standardise on these.  

2.3.3 The branch names/codes change infrequently. It is expected that changes can be 
promulgated manually as required, though this may result in temporary 
inconsistencies between databases as not all will update their tables of branch 
names at the same time. This should present no difficulty to GBG submissions, but 
may produce a temporary glitch to systems such as NBSS if they use the branch 
code to locate other databases.  

2.3.4 The list of branch codes can be downloaded from the Encyclopaedia system 
(data.camrapubs.org.uk). The codes are case sensitive. 

Field 
Name 

Branch 

Purpose Holds a reference that identifies the branch in whose area the pub is 
(currently) located. 

Format Three letter code, as defined in the table below. 

Pattern [A-Z]{3} 

Default None – a value must be specified. 

Example WOR 

Owner Branch 
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2.4 Name of Pub 

2.4.1 Name is a text field giving the pub’s name. The name is formatted according to 
GBG guidelines, that is without ‘Ye’ or ‘The’ and using ‘&’ rather than ‘and’.  

2.4.2 Where a pub has a name like “The Pub” or “The Inn”, this should be given as “Pub 
at XXX” (where XXX is the town or village name) or “Inn at XXX” to avoid the name 
looking like a mistake.  

Field 
Name 

Name 

Purpose The pub’s name 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters, omitting any leading ‘Ye’ or 
‘The’ and using ‘&’ rather than ‘and’. 

Pattern .* 

Default None – a value must be specified. 

Example Cat & Fiddle 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

AltName 

Purpose The pub’s alternate name, if any 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters, omitting any leading ‘Ye’ or 
‘The’ and using ‘&’ rather than ‘and’. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning no alternate name 

Example Ma Pardoe’s 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

PreviousName 

Purpose Provide a description of any previous name(s) the pub has been 
known by. Use semi-colons to delimit lists of names. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers) 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning no comment. 

Example Dog & Duck 

Owner Branch 

 
2.5 Town and District 

2.5.1 Town is a text field that identifies the town or village where the pub is located. 
However in large conurbations it may be composed of a town name and district 
name. For example, Telford in Shropshire has GBG entries listed under Telford: 
Coalbrookdale and Telford: Coalport.  

2.5.2 The way the town/district needs to be formatted is likely to depend on the use, for 
example local beer guides may be divided into sections per town containing sub-
sections per district. It is therefore prudent to store the two separate fields, town and 
district, rather than combine them in some way. 
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2.5.3 Thus two text fields, Town and District, are used. The District field is used to divide 
up large towns and conurbations as local conditions dictate, but is otherwise empty.  

2.5.4 Individual databases may choose to store the Town/District information in a single 
field, but they must choose a method of combining the fields that can be reversed. 
For example, concatenating them using “: ” is acceptable, on the assumption that 
no Town name contains a colon character.  

Field 
Name 

Town 

Purpose The name of the city, town or village where the pub is located. In 
rural locations, this might be the ‘locality name’ of the full postal 
address. 

Format An arbitrary, non-blank, string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default None – a value must be specified. 

Example Birmingham 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

District 

Purpose The district within a large town or city where the pub is located. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning the pub is not located in an identifiable district of the 
town. 

Example City Centre 

Owner Branch 

 
2.6 Full Address and Postcode 

2.6.1 The full postal address of a pub is needed to print the envelopes to distribute the 
GBG stickers and to create various mailing lists. It needs to be accurate and to 
comply with Post Office standards. Experience shows the main difficulty here is that 
people do not understand the standard, especially regards post town, which must 
be included, and county, which is not needed. 

2.6.2 The Postcode field is an important part of the full postal address, but is also used 
for locating the pub using online maps.  

2.6.3 Three fields are used to store the postal address, separately from the pub name 
and town name. The three fields are: the number/street, the post town and the 
postcode. The full postal address is then a concatenation of the pub name, the 
number/street, the town name (if different from the post town, in which case it is the 
Post Office “locality name” – most likely a village name), the post town (in capitals) 
and the postcode. 

2.6.4 Using separate fields allows the post town and postcode to be validated and 
formatted correctly without requiring a free text string to be parsed. 

2.6.5 The street field must not be multi-line. This avoids problems when CSV fields are 
used and ensures it is easy to create valid postal address strings for printing etc.  
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2.6.6 Note that the county does not form part of the postal address. This is optional in the 
Post Office standard and can cause confusion as it relates to the post town not the 
actual location of the address, and generally upsets people who live in different 
counties from their post town. 

2.6.7 The downside of this approach is that there is likely to be significant pub data with 
the postal address stored in separate fields for each line of the address, or in one 
multi-line field. If the data follows the standard it would be possible to automatically 
convert the data, but it is more likely that it will not. In this case, significant data 
conditioning may be required to comply with the standard.  

2.6.8 Some addresses lack a street number and name, but instead have the name of a 
place in addition to the locality name. In these cases, the place name is put in the 
street field.  

Field 
Name 

Street 

Purpose The number and street name of the pub’s postal address. May also 
be the name of a place related to the ‘locality name’ of the full postal 
address. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning the pub’s address does not include a number/street 
name. 

Example 23 Railway Cuttings 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Posttown 

Purpose The name of the pub’s post town, if this is different from the Town. 
This is the town associated with the postcode.  
When used to form a full postal address, the Post Town is converted 
to upper case, but it can be stored as 'proper case'. 
A Post Town is defined as a town having a main Post Office branch.  
The definition of 'main Post Office branch' is however problematic, so 
in practice, the definition of Post Town is whatever is on a list 
provided by the Royal Mail. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_post_towns_in_the_United_Kingd
om is a free and (fairly) accurate list of Post Towns. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning the post town is the same as the Town. 

Example St. Johns 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

Postcode 

Purpose The pub’s postcode. 

Format As defined by the Royal Mail. 

Pattern [A-Z]{1-2}[0-9]{1-2}[A-Z]? [0-9][A-Z]{2} 

Default None – a value must be given. 

Example WR14 3PS 

Owner Branch 

 
2.7 Good Beer Guide Editions and Reserves 

2.7.1 The New Entry field in the GBG survey form is a flag that indicates whether or not 
the pub was in the previous edition of the Good Beer Guide. The problem with this 
is that the meaning is dependent on the context. That is, when the reviewing 
process starts for the next edition, the data is suddenly wrong. 

2.7.2 An alternative is to store the list of GBG editions that have featured the pub. From 
such a list it is possible to deduce whether the pub was a new entry in any particular 
edition, including the latest. Such a list would also allow local online databases to 
display more informative information in the future.  

2.7.3 Where a database does not record the complete list of GBG editions, it is still 
possible to generate the New Entry flag from a list comprising at most the current 
and previous edition. The table below shows the four possible states. 

Previous 
Year 

 Current 
Year 

New 
Entry 

No No No 

No Yes Yes 

Yes No No 

Yes Yes No 

 
2.7.4 If a database only stores the New Entry flag, it is possible to generate a (possibly 

truncated) list of editions from which the New Entry flag can be regenerated during 
the GBG production process. For example consider the 2008 edition. For pubs 
marked as being a new entry the list “2008” would be generated and for pubs that 
are not new entries the list would be “2008;2007”. 

2.7.5 Thus the standard is to store the list of editions featuring the pub, rather than 
whether it is a new entry. The format is a semi-colon-separated list of years, without 
spaces and with the years in descending order. 

2.7.6 When submitting GBG entries, a pub might only be a reserve entry and this is 
typically indicated on a separate list. To support this in GBG submissions, a 
Reserve field will be used to indicate whether a pub is on the reserve list. This 
would only be relevant if the pub is marked as being included in the next edition of 
the GBG. Once the GBG contents have been agreed, the GBG edition list and 
reserve fields can be adjusted to describe the actual position. The reserved flag is 
an integer so that candidates can be ranked.  

2.7.7 When preparing reports and submissions for the GBG, WhatPub determines 
“current GBG year” from the 1st of January, i.e. from the 1st of January 2014, the 
published edition is 2014, and the edition in preparation is 2015. 
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Field 
Name 

GBGEditions 

Purpose A list of the years in which the pub has featured in the GBG, and 
including the year of the next edition if the pub is a candidate. 

Format A semi-colon separated list of four-digit years, preferably in 
decreasing order. 

Pattern ([0-9]{4}(;[0-9]{4})*)? 

Default Blank – meaning an empty list. 

Example 2008;2007;2005 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

GBGReserve 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is a reserve candidate for the next edition of 
the GBG. This field is ignored if the pub is not in the latest edition of 
the GBG, based on GBGEditions. If this pub is in the latest edition of 
the GBG, based on GBGEditions, then null or zero means it's a full 
entry and any number above zero means it's a reserve.  

Format A number giving the rank ordering of the pub in the reserve list, with 
1 being top of the list. 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Zero – meaning the pub is not a reserve entry 

Example 1 

Owner Branch 

 
2.8 HQ Guide Recommendations 

2.8.1 The GBG form asks for recommendations for other guides, such as Good Pub 
Food. These are not strictly attributes of the pub, and so they do not fit comfortably 
with the pub data standard, but are included to support the GBG submission 
process.  

2.8.2 Four fields are used to indicate whether the pub is recommended for the four HQ 
publications: “Beer, Bed and Breakfast”, “Good Pub Food”, “Pubs For Families” and 
“Good Cider Guide”. 

Field 
Name 

RecommendBBB 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is recommended for inclusion in “Beer, Bed 
and Breakfast”. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

RecommendGPF 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is recommended for inclusion in “Good Pub 
Food”. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

RecommendPFF 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is recommended for inclusion in “Pubs for 
Families” 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

RecommendGCG 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is recommended for inclusion in “Good Cider 
Guide” 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 

 
2.9 Survey Information 

2.9.1 A survey is not necessarily the occasion the pub was surveyed for the Good Beer 
Guide, but any occasion when all the main facts about the pub are checked, like 
phone number, opening hours etc. - but surveys may differ on the amount of detail 
they put into the description.  

2.9.2 Whether a pub is surveyed or not says nothing about the quality of that pub, since 
all pubs should be periodically surveyed to check basic factual details.  

Field 
Name 

Surveyor 

Purpose The name of the last surveyor of the pub. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning name of surveyor not recorded. 
A name must be given for GBG submissions. 

Example Tony Hancock 

Owner Branch 
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2.9.3 SurveyDate however can say a great deal about the quality of the data associated 
with the pub. If a pub is included in an online pub guide and the SurveyDate is over 
18 months, then we might not display anything more than the pub's name and 
address, since all other details are likely to be inaccurate. 

 

Field 
Name 

SurveyDate 

Purpose The data of the last survey of the pub.  

Format The preferred format is <day>/<month>/<four-digit-year>. 
The month may be given as a one or two digit number or as a three 
letter short name in upper or lower case, eg. Jan or JAN. Day and 
month may be omitted e.g. 2006 will be interpreted as "01/01/2006", 
and "May 2008" will be interpreted as "01/05/2008". 

Pattern [0-9]{1,2}/([0-9]|[a-zA-Z]{3}){1,2}/[0-9]{4} 

Default Blank – meaning the date of the last survey is not recorded. 
A date must be given for GBG submissions. 

Example 13/12/2007 

Owner Branch 

 
2.10 Directions 

2.10.1 This is a free text field, used to describe directions to hard-to-find pubs. 

Field 
Name 

Directions 

Purpose Directions to the pub 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning no directions are required to find the pub. 

Example Adjacent to garden centre 

Owner Branch 

 
2.11 Coordinates 

2.11.1 An additional constraint is imposed on Latitude and Longitude in that they must 
either both be blank or both be non-blank. 

Field 
Name 

Latitude 

Purpose Latitude coordinates of the pub 

Format <floating point latitude> 

Pattern -?[0-9]*.[0-9]* 

Default Blank – meaning no precise coordinates are given for the pub 

Example 30.609682 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

Longitude 

Purpose Longitude coordinates of the pub 

Format <floating point longitude> 

Pattern -?[0-9]*.[0-9]* 

Default Blank – meaning no precise coordinates are given for the pub 

Example -96.340264 

Owner Branch 

 
2.12 OS Reference and HardToFind Indicator 

2.12.1 This is a fixed format field, comprising two upper case letters (the sheet reference) 
and six, eight or ten digits. Normally, OS references are only quoted with six figures, 
but the higher precisions allow more accurate positions suitable for GPS location to 
be exchanged. Systems that only need six digits can simply truncate, or round 
down, higher precision values.  

2.12.2 It is likely that much existing data omits the letters, because they are not included in 
pre-2008 editions of the GBG listings. This was not a problem as they can be 
inferred by context when using a real map.  

2.12.3 Providing the sheet letters is useful, since it allows OS references to be checked 
using online maps and allows them to be used with online maps. Where existing 
data lacks the sheet letters it is likely that the geographical range of the dataset is 
sufficiently compact that they are constants that can be added automatically. 

2.12.4 By providing the OS reference for all pubs, they could be used to calculate 
distances in online pub guides. Also they can be converted into latitude/longitude 
for use in satellite navigation systems.  

2.12.5 To date, the GBG has only included the OS reference for hard-to-find pubs in rural 
locations. If this policy is to continue, it is necessary to distinguish these so that the 
OS Reference can be omitted from the GBG when it is not necessary. Hence a flag 
is required in addition to the OS Reference field.  

2.12.6 The standard therefore has an OS Reference field, which should be populated in 
full for all pubs, and a HardToFind flag that indicates the OS Reference should be 
included in the GBG.  

Field 
Name 

OSRef 

Purpose Ordnance Survey map reference of pub’s location, including the 
sheet letters. 

Format <sheet-letters><six-eight-or-ten-digit-grid-reference> 

Pattern [A-Z]{2}([0-9]{6}|[0-9]{8}|[0-9]{10}) 

Default Blank – meaning location not specified. 
Must be specified if the pub is marked as Hard to Find 

Example SO123456 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

HardToFind 

Purpose Indicates whether the pub is a hard to find rural pub and the OS 
Reference given should be shown in the GBG. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no) 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’, ie. do not include OS reference in GBG. 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 

 
2.13 Opening Times 

2.13.1 A single field is used to describe opening times. Previous versions of the 
specification used two separate fields, reflecting the way the Good Beer Guide 
survey data was collected. The use of two fields is deprecated and support for this 
will be discontinued at some point in the future. 

2.13.2 There are three formats for representing opening hours. The first is the format used 
by the GBG, though this cannot handle seasonal hours. The second is a day-by-day 
format that can handle seasonal hours, but is not as compact as the GBG format. 
The third is a JSON representation of the opening hours. These formats are 
described in sections 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.  

2.13.3 All opening hours data must conform to one of these formats. Existing data that 
uses the GBG format must be converted before it can be handled only if it includes 
seasonal variations. 

2.13.4 The opening times are structures as a list of seasonal times. Each seasonal time 
gives the opening times for a particular season or range of months. The seasons 
are “Spring”, “Summer”, “Autumn” and “Winter”. Months are designated by their 
three-letter abbreviation, “Jan” to “Dec”. Contiguous ranges of months are given as 
the first and last month separated by a hyphen, e.g. “Feb-Apr”.  

2.13.5 “Easter” is treated as a pseudo-month between March and April.  

2.13.6 A set of default opening times may be given. These are associated with any months 
or seasons not explicitly mentioned. Default opening times must be given if and only 
if not all months or seasons are mentioned. 

2.13.7 The times for a particular season or month may not be specified more than once. 

2.13.8 Each of the given seasonal times is expressed as the session times for each day of 
the week, from Monday through to Sunday. Each day is associated with a list of 
variations. One variation is the standard times for the day and the others give 
different times that are used on particular instances of the day. Currently the only 
variation named is “Bank Holiday”.  

2.13.9 Each day variation can have up to two sessions, with no sessions meaning it is 
closed that day. Each session has an opening time and a closing time, and also a 
flag indicating that the session often continues beyond the given closing time when 
there is demand. 
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2.13.10 Where a pub’s opening times are erratic, the OpeningTimes should be left 
blank and an explanation included in the description. Note that it will not be possible 
to find such pubs by their opening times. 

2.13.11 OpeningTimes should be all times when the pub is open for public 
admission, in line with the policy for the GBG, i.e. if a pub opens for breakfast but 
not for alcoholic drinks at 9am, then 9am should be the stated opening time. 

Field 
Name 

OpeningTimes 

Purpose The pub’s opening hours, Monday to Sunday 

Format A string in one of the three opening hours formats. 

Pattern  

Default Blank – meaning opening hours not specified. 
A value must be specified for GBG entries. 

Example 11-3,6-midnight 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

MealTimes 

Purpose The times when meals are served 

Format A string in one of the three opening hours formats. 

Pattern  

Default Blank – meaning meal times not specified. 

Example 12-2,6-9 

Owner Branch 

 
2.14 Telephone 

2.14.1 The GBG form shows the telephone number with the area code of geographic 
numbers enclosed in brackets. If a phone number is given without the brackets, it is 
not straightforward to deduce where they should be because there are variations in 
the length of subscriber numbers and of the area code. Also, the subscriber number 
is sometimes divided into two parts with a space.  

2.14.2 Non-geographic telephone numbers, such as free-phone and mobile numbers, do 
not have brackets and in these cases including the brackets is an error. 

2.14.3 The standard uses a single field for the telephone number and this should be 
formatted with correct brackets and spaces.  

2.14.4 Where databases store the area code and subscriber number separately, it is 
straightforward to convert between the two representations. 

2.14.5 In order to encourage surveyors to supply the correct area code, forms should show 
two separate fields for the telephone number – area code and subscriber code. 
These would be combined to produce the single telephone field using the following 
pattern: “(<area-code>) <subscriber-number>”. The format of telephone numbers is 
such that this process can be reversed in order to populate forms when editing 
them.  

2.14.6 The simple text based format for data entry is akin to a form, so this will use two 
separate fields for the telephone number. 
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2.14.7 Note that the phone number recorded here is the pub’s phone number, and not the 
personal and private phone number of the licensee. Some licensees choose to use 
their mobile phone number as the sole means of contacting the pub about pub 
business, e.g. making a booking, and on that basis this personal mobile phone 
number can be considered to be the pub’s phone number. 

Field 
Name 

Telephone 

Purpose The pub’s phone number, with the area code in brackets separated 
from the subscriber number by a space. For numbers in large cities, 
the subscriber number may itself contain a space. 

Format (0<area-code>) <subscriber-number> or ‘None’ 

Pattern \(0[0-9]{2-5}\) ([0-9]{4-7}|[0-9]{3} [0-9]{4}|[0-9]{4} [0-9]{4}) 

Default Blank – meaning the telephone number is not recorded. 
A value should be given for all GBG entries.  
If the pub has no phone or wishes to be ‘ex-directory’, the value 
‘None’ should be used. 

Example (0121) 496 0000 

Owner Branch 

 
2.15 Website and email addresses 

2.15.1 In the GBG listings, the full URL for pub websites is not given. The editors make the 
assumption that browsers will automatically discover the required prefix for a 
website. However, it seems appropriate to store a complete URL in the website 
field. This makes it easier to specify and to check that the data is right. Where a 
shortened form of URL is required, as for the GBG, it is a relatively simple matter to 
generate the short form from the full form, but it is not guaranteed possible to 
reverse the process. 

2.15.2 Consequently the standard has a free text field storing the full URL for the pub 
website, as in http://www.name.com etc. 

2.15.3 Any website or webpage which provides information specifically about the pub in 
question may be given, e.g. including a page or pages on a brewery or pub 
company website. 

Field 
Name 

Website 

Purpose The URL of the pub’s website. 

Format Full URL, including leading “http://” or “https://” 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning the pub has no website. 

Example http://www.redlion.co.uk 

Owner Branch 

 
2.15.4 The email address recorded is the email address of the pub, and not the personal 

and private email address of the licensee. However, some licensees choose to use 
the same email address for their personal use and as the address people should 
use for contacting the pub about pub business, e.g. making a booking, in which 
case the personal email address can be considered to be the pub’s email address.  
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2.15.5 Whether an email address given for a pub is public or private is not for CAMRA to 
judge. There are many instances of an email like joe.bloggs@hotmail.com being 
placed on a pub website, and the fact that it has been placed there validates that 
this is a public email address intended to be used by the public and customers to 
contact the pub on pub related business. Similarly if a licensee is asked “do you 
have an email address that can be used by the public and customers to contact the 
pub on pub related business”, then the answer to that question is a public email 
address.  

2.15.6 We do not now and we never will provide a method of recording the private email 
address of a licensee for DPA reasons. If a branch chooses to keep a record of 
private licensee email addresses, there is no problem, as long as the branch 
registers with the ICO as a data controller, and pays the necessary fee. 

2.15.7 If the email address can be found in the public domain, on the pub’s web site, 
business card, advert etc, then we can publish it in WhatPub. If the licensee has 
provided the email to the branch to allow the branch to contact them, then the 
address can only be used by that branch for that purpose – it cannot be published 
in WhatPub. This simplifies the decision about what can/cannot be published on 
WhatPub and avoids any confusion over whether the licensee agreed or did not 
agree to have their email address published. 

2.15.8 The EmailPublish field is new. For existing data this field will be set to “yes”, but 
WhatPub will use a default of “no” for any new data it receives. 

 

Field 
Name 

Email 

Purpose Email address for contacting the pub, if any 

Format username@domain 

Pattern (printable)*@(printable)* 

Default Blank – meaning no known email address 

Example redlion@greatpubs.co.uk 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

EmailPublish 

Purpose 
 

Whether the email address is publicised by the pub as a means of 
contacting them and so can be published by CAMRA, in particular on 
WhatPub, or the publican has given express permission that the 
address can be displayed in WhatPub. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default no 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 
2.15.9 For Facebook, only the page name is recorded not the full URL. For example, if the 

Facebook URL is www.facebook.com/redlion then only include “redlion”. The field 
contents will be used to construct a URL to the Facebook website as necessary.  
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Field 
Name 

Facebook 

Purpose Facebook page or group of the pub, if any 

Format pagename 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning no known Facebook page or group 

Example redlion  

Owner Branch 

 
2.15.10 For Twitter, only the handle is recorded not the full URL of the account’s 

Twitter page. For example, if the URL is https://twitter.com/redlion then only include 
“redlion”. The field contents will be used to construct a URL to the Twitter website 
as necessary.  

Field 
Name 

Twitter 

Purpose Twitter handle for the pub, if any 

Format name 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning no known Twitter handle 

Example redlion 

Owner Branch 

 
2.16 Premises Information 

2.16.1 The Premises field distinguishes between five distinct categories of licensed 
premises: Pubs (which are premises that are open in an unrestricted manner to the 
general public), Clubs (for which a membership is normally required), and Off-
licenses (where the on-premises consumption of alcohol is not permitted), 
Restaurants (which are premises whose primary business is the sale of food), and 
Hotels (whose primary business is providing accommodation). 

CAMRA’s Pub Campaigning Coordination Committee has recently updated the definition of a pub.  

 

CAMRA’s Definition of a Pub - version 3.1 - 17th October 2014 

The objective of this definition is to identify the essential features of what differentiates a ‘pub’ from 

other on-trade licensed premises where alcohol is sold. 

The primary use of this definition is within CAMRA pub database systems (e.g. Pubzilla and Spile) 

which populate CAMRA’s WhatPub online pub guide. This definition is included within the Pub 

Data Specification, which defines how pub data can be represented in order to be shared between 

compliant systems. As such it will also provide a consistent statistical base for analysing pub gains 

and losses etc. extracted from databases for the annual PubWatch survey. 

Definition of a Pub 

 ‘The licensed premises must be open to and welcome the general public without requiring 

membership or residency, allow free entry (1), serve at least one draught beer (2), allow drinking 

without requiring food to be consumed, have at least one indoor area not laid out for meals, and 

permit drinks to be purchased in person at a bar (3), without relying on table service.’ 

(1) Except when entertainment is provided on limited occasions 

(2) Includes cask or keg beer 

(3) Includes also a hatch or specific service point 
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Interpretation of the Definition 

The term ‘pub’, as defined, is not intended to refer only to a traditional pub. Premises trading as 

bars of various types, including those attached to other uses, will qualify under the definition, 

provided they meet the criteria. In addition, hybrid bar/restaurants and café/bars could qualify, 

albeit in only part of the premises. The aim is to be as inclusive as possible whilst ensuring that the 

essential features of what constitutes a pub are available.  

First, it is considered that to qualify as a ‘pub’ of any style, the premises must stock at least one 

draught beer, either cask or keg. This is a simple criterion to research before other factors are 

examined and few would disagree that pubs are synonymous with beers and particularly draught 

beers. 

Hence other licensed drinking establishments, not fulfilling, or only partly fulfilling the criteria, 

including those selling only bottled beer or where draught beer is only available with table service 

etc., such as many of those trading as cocktail bars, wine bars, champagne bars, spirit bars, 

French style cafes etc. would not qualify as pubs. Be aware however that other outlets trading 

under similar generic names may meet the criteria and qualify. In the case of a very few pubs with 

low turnovers in remote locations where only bottled beers are available, and where it is argued 

that exclusion from the pub database could threaten their viability, an exception might be justified, 

at the discretion of the Regional Director. 

Second, in the case of hybrid pub/kitchens, bar/restaurants, (including those specialising in ethnic 

food), café/bars, and gastro pubs where food predominates, there should be at least one area 

made available to non-eaters in order to qualify. No specific floor space figure or proportion of the 

premises for drinkers is recommended but preferably a separate room or bar area should be 

available. It is accepted that the amount of drinking space available may vary throughout the day to 

reflect meal times and could even be reduced to stools at the bar at times. The drinking area 

should be inside the premises and outdoor patios, gardens etc., would not in themselves be 

sufficient to qualify. 

Third, the feature that probably most differentiates pubs from continental style bars and cafes is the 

ability to approach the bar (or hatch) and order a drink over the bar (or at the hatch) in person and 

for friends without being required to be seated and served by waiting staff. The resultant scrum at 

busy times may be annoying but is an essential part of the pub experience.  

Premises calling themselves bar/restaurants and café /bars, where customers are confronted on 

entry by staff at lecterns insisting on seating them, and/or where the bar is only available to waiting 

staff, would not qualify, and would instead be classified as  other drinking establishments or 

restaurants. Premises where table service is offered as an option, but not insisted upon, would 

qualify as a pub provided they fulfil the other ‘pub’ criteria. In the case of a few very small pubs 

where it is apparent that bar space is very constrained, particularly at busy times, or in speciality 

Belgian style beer bars where it could be argued that table service is traditional, an exception may 

be justified, at the discretion of the Regional Director. 

Bars attached, for example, to sports and leisure centres, cinemas, theatres, bowling alleys etc., 

would qualify provided they are open to the general public and not restricted to users of the 

particular facilities, and they fulfil the other criteria. Similarly hotel bars would qualify provided they 

are open to and welcome non-residents. Often a separate entrance from the street indicates this, 

whilst liveried staff at the doors of posh hotels barring free entry, generally indicates the opposite. 

Clubs with membership restrictions and music venues with entry fees would not qualify as pubs. 

Pubs or bars that charge entry fees when entertainment is provided, would qualify provided they 

are freely open to the general public for at least part of every trading day.  

Off licences would not qualify as pubs. However those whose primary business is off sales but 

which also have an on licence to allow draught beer to be sampled and consumed on the 

premises, and fulfil the other ‘pub’ criteria could qualify as pubs. 

Other Licensed Premises 
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Details of other categories of licensed premises which do not qualify as 'pubs' under the definition 

can also be recorded in CAMRA's pub database systems, should branches wish to do so, and 

typically this is done on a selective rather than comprehensive basis. Together these categories 

can be collectively termed as 'non pubs'. For example branches may use selling draught beer 

(cask or keg) within each category as the criterion for inclusion in the database, but the level of 

details recorded will reflect the local campaigning needs within a given branch. 

For the purposes of clarity and completeness the full list of these ‘non pub’ types of licensed 

premises is defined below: 

Other Drinking Establishments: other licensed drinking establishments not meeting the criteria 

for definition as a pub in full or part, such as many of those trading as cocktail bars, wine bars, 

champagne bars, spirit bars, French style cafes etc. These include those offering only bottled 

beers or offering draught beer but only with table service etc. They would tend to be premises also 

having the benefit of A4 use classification in planning terms.  

Restaurants which only serve drinks with meals: licensed restaurants and cafes where drinking 

alcohol, including draught and bottled beer, is only allowed when food is being consumed. They 

would tend to be those premises with A3 use classification in planning terms, but not exclusively. 

Hotel Bars with Entry Restrictions: Licensed bars in hotels where purchase of alcoholic drinks, 

including draught and bottled beers, requires residency (payment for room) or where non-residents 

not accompanied by hotel guests are not welcome. Hotel bars which welcome non-residents and 

meet the other criteria would qualify as pubs. 

Clubs and Venue Bars with Entry Fees: Licensed establishments where entry requires either 

membership fee or per visit entry fees. This includes bars in traditional clubs, night clubs, music 

clubs, strip clubs, music venues, and bars in sports centres, theatres, cinemas etc., including those 

selling draught and bottled beers, but not open to non-paying customers. Establishments operating 

as regular pubs or bars for at least part of every trading day, and charging entry fees only when 

entertainment is provided would qualify as pubs. 

Off Licences: Establishments with licences restricting them to selling alcohol, including draught 

and bottled beers, for consumption off the premises.  Those whose primary business is off sales 

but which also have a licence to enable draught beer to be sampled on site would qualify as pubs 

provided they meet the other ‘pub’ criteria. 

 

Field 
Name 

PremisesType 

Purpose The type of the licensed premises 

Format A one letter code as follows: 
P = pub, C = club, O = off-license, R = restaurant, H = hotel, X = 
other drinking establishments which are not pubs 

Pattern [PCORHX]? 

Default P (meaning pub) 

Example P (meaning a pub) 
C (meaning a club) 

Owner Branch 

 
2.16.2 The PremisesTypeComment field allows a description of the style of the licensed 

premise and is especially important in cases where the classification of 
PremiseType defines a “pub” in terms of availability of and accessibility to real ale, 
but where that may differ from people’s perception of a pub, for example a hotel 
with bar for non-residents. 
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Field 
Name 

PremisesTypeComment 

Purpose A description of the type of the licensed premise, and in particular the 
type of pub, where the pub in question may not be considered to be a 
‘traditional pub’ 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning no qualifying comment 

Examples “Hotel with bar for non-residents”, “Tapas Bar”, “Music Lounge”, 
“Wine Bar”, “Cafe” 

Owner Branch 

 
2.16.3 Since by law clubs simply cannot admit the general public, CAMRA’s Clubs 

Advisory Group have requested that clubs should not be shown by default in 
WhatPub, though they can be made visible if the appropriate checkbox requests are 
made.  However a warning must then be displayed in the entry such that: “This 
entry is a Club which means that only its members and bona fide guests are 
admitted.” 

2.16.4  The only exception to this are those clubs which have been specifically tagged by 
branches as allowing current CAMRA membership card holders entry in 
accordance with the advice from CAMRA’s Clubs Advisory Group i.e. the Branch 
must contact the Club Secretary in advance to confirm that the club’s rulebook does 
indeed permit this. Clubs which are flagged as allowing entry to CAMRA members 
will be visible in WhatPub by members who have logged into WhatPub. 

Field 
Name 

ClubAllowsCAMRAVisitors 

Purpose A flag to indicate that a licensed premise of type Club allows entry to 
current CAMRA membership card holders. This field is only relevant 
if PremisesType = “C”. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 
2.16.5 The ChangeType, ClosedDate and ChangeDate fields record information needed 

by a critical campaigning activity, the annual Pub Watch Survey.  

2.16.6 The types of change in premises status that can be recorded are defined in the 
table below. The table shows the integer code used in the ChangeType field and 
the code derived from this that is stored in the PremisesStatus field. 

Code Description Premises 
Status 

0 The pub/bar is open O 

1 Pub converted into a restaurant/cafe (use class A3) C 
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2 Pub converted into financial and professional services 
(use class A2) 

X 

3 Pub converted into a shop (use class A1) X 

4 Pub converted to housing (use class C3) X 

5 Pub demolished X 

6 Pub closed and consent for change of use granted X 

7 Pub closed and owner has confirmed pub will not reopen X 

8 Pub closed and reopening date fixed T 

9 Pub closed for any other reason C 

10 Pub converted to other uses X 

11 Closed, pub owner seeking new tenant/lease holder C 

 

Change Type 1 is a special case, because it is a licensed premise type change from 
pub to restaurant. If a pub is converted into a restaurant, please do not simply 
change the premises type from pub to restaurant, because we will then have no 
record of the change. Keep the record of the entry as a pub, and flag the change to a 
restaurant, and if you also want a record of this licensed premise as a restaurant, 
then create a duplicate record with premises type of restaurant. 
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2.16.7 The PremisesStatus field is derived from the Change Type to convey to the users of 
online pub guides if a licensed premise is open or closed. Detailed definitions of the 
different premises status values are given in the table below:  

O Open: Open for business 

T Temporarily closed: closed now but it is expected that the pub will reopen, 
e.g. the date when the pub will reopen is known, e.g. the pub is closed for 
refurbishment/redecoration for a specific period. Also used if its real status 
is not yet known, i.e. there is no known change in premises status. A pub 
should never be temporarily closed for more than 3 months. After 3 
months the pub should be considered long-term closed, even if a specific 
change in premises status is still unknown. 

C Long-term closed: closed but still a licensed premises, not having gone 
through any irreversible conversion or change of use. This might apply for 
a pub company that cannot find a new tenant, or an owner/licensee who 
wants to apply for a change of use. 

X Permanently closed: The distinction between long-term closed and 
permanently closed is not a matter of time. A pub becomes permanently 
closed when it goes through an irreversible change, e.g. it's demolished, 
or there has been a change of use to a residential dwelling or a shop. It is 
quite common for pubs to remain closed for many years but for the 
closure to not be permanent. 

 

 

 

Field 
Name 

PremisesStatus 

Purpose The status of the licensed premises 

Format A one letter code as follows: 
O=Open, T= Temporarily closed, C = Long Term closed, X = 
permanently closed 

Pattern [OTCX]? 

Default O (meaning open) 

Example X (meaning permanently closed) 
C (meaning not permanently closed) 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

PremisesStatusComment 

Purpose A qualifying comment to provide additional explanation in the case of 
being closed, or other changes in status for open premises 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning no qualifying comment 

Example permanently closed: “Demolished”, “Conversion to dwelling”, 
“Conversion to shop” 
not permanently closed: “Pub company seeking new tenant”, “New 
owner expected to apply for change of use” 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

ChangeType 

Purpose To record the type of change to the premises status 

Format A one number code as defined by the table above in 2.16.6 

Pattern [0-9]{0,2} 

Default Blank – meaning that no change in premises status has occurred.  

Example 1 (meaning pub has been converted into a restaurant) 

Owner Branch 

 
2.16.8 Since a pub might initially close without its future being clear, and then a number of 

changes may occur, each of these changes can be recorded using the fields 
ChangeType and ChangeDate. The ClosedDate field records the initial date when 
the pub first closed and this date is not changed when subsequent changes occur. 

2.16.9 If ChangeType is not 0, i.e. the pub/club is not open, then ChangeDate and 
ClosedDate are mandatory, since to be able to complete the Pub Watch Survey, the 
dates of initial closure and last change must be recorded. 

 

Field 
Name 

ChangeDate 

Purpose The date when a change in the premises status occurs. 

Format <day>/<month>/<four-digit-year> 
The month may be given as a one or two digit number or as a three 
letter short name in upper or lower case, eg. Jan or JAN. Day and 
month may be omitted e.g. 2006 will be interpreted as "01/01/2006", 
and "May 2008" will be interpreted as "01/05/2008". 

Pattern [0-9]{1,2}/([0-9]|[a-zA-Z]{3}){1,2}/[0-9]{4} 

Default Blank – meaning that no change in premises status has occured.  

Example 13/12/2007 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

ClosedDate 

Purpose The date when a pub is initially closed and ceases trading.  

Format <day>/<month>/<four-digit-year> 
The month may be given as a one or two digit number or as a three 
letter short name in upper or lower case, eg. Jan or JAN. Day and 
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month may be omitted e.g. 2006 will be interpreted as "01/01/2006", 
and "May 2008" will be interpreted as "01/05/2008". 

Pattern [0-9]{1,2}/([0-9]|[a-zA-Z]{3}){1,2}/[0-9]{4} 

Default Blank – meaning the pub is open.  

Example 13/12/2007 

Owner Branch 

 
2.17 Ownership 

2.17.1 The ownership of a pub is recorded. This is either a large brewery or pub company 
recorded as such by CAMRA’s pubco database, or some free text description of 
local operators. Note that the objective is not to record the name of a Japanese 
bank, even if that is who ultimately owns the freehold. 

2.17.2 Values in the Owner field must come from CAMRA’s pub company list. This list 
currently records all pub companies with ten or more pubs, but the list will be 
expanded in the future. 

Field 
Name 

Owner 

Purpose Name of the brewery or pub company that owns the pub, “--other--” 
or “--unknown--”.  

Format A printable string of characters giving the pubco name. 

Pattern .* 

Default --unknown-- 

Example Enterprise Inns 

Owner Branch 

 
2.17.3 Note that the OtherOwner field should not be used to record personal information, 

because OtherOwner, like Owner, is information which is published in WhatPub. If 
the owner is an individual rather than an organisation, then “private individual” 
should be recorded. 

Field 
Name 

OtherOwner 

Purpose Name of the brewery or pub company that owns the pub, if Owner is 
“--other--”. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning not relevant 

Example John’s Pub Co 

Owner Branch 

 
2.17.4 The Operator field is a new field for PDS 1.8, and clear direction on how this field 

should be used will evolve, as branches make use of this field. Perhaps the most 
common use of this field will be to record a pub operating company who are leasing 
a number of pubs from a pub owning company. Enterprise Inns and Punch Taverns 
are increasingly leasing large numbers of pubs to these multisite operators. Another 
potential use for this field is to record the name of the licensee of a single tenancy. 
Note that there are no plans to publish the Operator field in WhatPub – it’s purpose 
is purely for internal CAMRA pub campaigning. 
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Field Name Operator 

Purpose The company or individual operating the pub, when the operator 
does not own the building. This is commonly a multisite operator 
who has leased a number of pubs from a large pub company. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Griffin Black 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

LicenseeType 

Purpose The type of the licensee 

Format A one letter code as follows: 
M = manager, T = tenant, L = lessee, O = owner  

Pattern [MTLO]? 

Default Blank – meaning licensee type unknown 

Example M (meaning a manager)  

Owner Branch 

 
2.17.5 Partially tied can mean many things including a barrelage agreement associated 

with a loan, so that only a percentage of the draught beer purchases are tied. Free 
should only be used in situations where the licensee is totally free to purchase any 
beer from any supplier.  

Field 
Name 

TieDegree 

Purpose The degree to which the licensee is tied to specific beers 

Format A one letter code as follows: 
T = totally tied, P = partially tied, F = free  

Pattern [TPF]? 

Default Blank – meaning tie degree unknown 

Example F (meaning free)  

Owner Branch 

 
2.17.6 The local authority responsible for planning issues relating to the pub is noted in a 

free text field. This is currently a Branch field, but in future may become a managed 
field set from externally maintained Local Authority and Ward data. 

Field Name LocalAuthority 

Purpose The District Council or other authority, including London Borough, 
responsible for change of use planning applications. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning unknown 

Example Malvern Hills District Council 

Owner Branch 
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2.17.7 The statutory or local authority listing status of the building is recorded. The values 
that can be selected are dependent on the location of the pub. A local authority 
listing, denoted by L, can be recorded for pubs anywhere. 

Field Name ListedStatus 

Purpose Statutory listing status 

Format England & Wales: I, II*, II  
Scotland: A, B, C 
Northern Ireland: A, B+, B2, B1, B 
Anywhere: L 

Pattern (I|II\*|II|A|B|C|B+|B1|B2|L)? 

Default Blank – meaning no listing 

Example I 

Owner Branch 

 

Field Name AssetCommunityValue 

Purpose Whether the pub has been awarded ACV status. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field Name LegalProtection 

Purpose Records any legal protection such as Grading, ACV, etc 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example ACV granted November 2014 

Owner Branch 

 
2.18 Regular Draught Beers 

2.18.1 A pub may have a number of draught beers or RAIB regularly on offer. For each, 
four fields are used to record the details. 

2.18.2 Note that a pub that serves no real ale will list no regular beers and will have zero 
changing beers. However, a pub that serves real ale (see 2.19) may not have been 
surveyed in detail and so will list no regular draught beers or changing beers, so the 
RealAle flag is included to distinguish the two cases. 

2.18.3 Where a regular beer is rebadged as a house beer, the regular beer details are 
recorded along with the house name. 

2.18.4 Where a pub regularly serves a brewery’s seasonal beer, the name is given as “--
seasonal--”. Where a pub always serves a beer from a particular brewery, but a 
different beer is available at different times, this is given as “--varies--”. 

2.18.5 Databases must allow information on 6 beers served regularly to be associated with 
each pub, because this is the maximum number currently used in the GBG, but they 
may record more. If a database imports a pub entry containing more beers than it 
can handle, it must simply ignore any it cannot handle. 
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2.18.6 The dispense field needs to record a set of methods in general, as many pubs 
serve the same beer using different methods. The representation used for this is a 
list of H, G, P, A and B, for example “H” or “HG”. Note that B represents RAIB. 

2.18.7 An additional free text field for each beer is supported. This information is not 
currently used. 

2.18.8 Thus information about each beer served regularly comprises 5 parts: Brewery 
name, Beer name, House name, Beer comment, Dispense. 

2.18.9 The general rule is that beers are named as they are presented at the bar. So, for 
example, Morlands beers are not shown as Greene King. 

2.18.10 There are many cases where a beer is presented as a brand that is not 
related to an existing brewery. In these cases the brand name is used, rather than 
the name of the brewery where the beer is actually produced. For example with 
Bass the beer name is left blank and the “brewery” name is given as “Draught 
Bass”. 

2.18.11 The regular beer list is given in a single field as a JSON encoded structure. 
This is an array of beer details maps. Each beer details map is an associative array 
of details about a regularly served beer.  

Field 
Name 

RegularBeers 

Purpose Information about regular beers served 

Format JSON encoding of regular beer structure 

Pattern .* 

Default None 

Example [{"BR":"Marston’s","BE":"Pedigree"}] 

Owner Branch 

 
2.18.12 The names of the values in the details maps are listed in the following table. 

Item Name Meaning 

BRI Brewery ID or Brand ID or blank 

BR Brewery/brand name or blank 

BEI Beer ID or blank 

BE Beer name or “--varies--” or “--seasonal--” or blank 

H House name or blank 

D Method of dispense (set of dispense code letters) 

C Free text comment 

 
2.18.13 For a beer that belongs to a brand, either the Beer ID or Beer Name must be 

given. 

2.18.14 For a beer that is its own brand (e.g. Draught Bass), the Brand ID must be 
given and the Beer ID and Names left blank. 

2.18.15 For a varying/seasonal beer, the Brewery ID or Brand ID must be given, the 
Beer Name specifies the type of beer and the Beer ID is left blank. 

2.18.16 If a Brewery/Brand ID and a Brewery/Brand name are given, they must be 
consistent, as defined by the Brewery Information System. 
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2.18.17 If a Beer ID and a Beer name are given, they must be consistent, as defined 
by the Brewery Information System. Also the beer identified must be from the 
brewery/brand given. 

2.18.18 If the Brewery ID or Beer ID is omitted, the name must be listed in the 
Brewery Information System. 

2.18.19 To provide backward compatibility with older versions of the specification, the 
regular beer information can be given as separate fields. 

Field 
Name 

Brewery1 ... Brewery6 

Purpose Name of brewery or brand of regularly served draught beer 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank – meaning the beer has no separate brewery name, which is 
the beer name identifies the brand (as is the case for Draught Bass). 

Example Malvern Hills 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Beer1 ... Beer6 

Purpose Name of regularly served draught beer 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default None – a beer name must always be given. 
In CSV format however, a blank beer name indicates that the pub 
has less than the maximum regularly served draught beers. 

Example Black Pear 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

House1 ... House6 

Purpose House name of regularly served draught beer, or blank if there is no 
house name. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning there beer appears under it’s own name. 

Example Old Fox Bitter 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

BeerComment1 ... BeerComment6 

Purpose Used to note availability restrictions or other comments about the 
beer 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Winter only 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

Dispense1 ... Dispense6 

Purpose Describes the methods of dispense that are used for the beer. 

Format A string of up to four characters, each being one of the letters H, G, P 
and A, representing Handpump, Gravity, Electric or other pump, Air 
pressure, and RAIB (real ale in a bottle). 

Pattern [HGPAB]{1-5} 

Default None – must be specified 

Example HG 

Owner Branch 

 
2.19 Changing Beers 

2.19.1 Details of the changing beers served by the pub are recorded in addition to those 
regularly served. The number of changing beers is recorded, their methods of 
dispense and a free text comment. In addition a list of beers that are often included 
in the pub’s line up of changing beers can be given. 

2.19.2 Information about the typical changing beers is recorded in a JSON encoded 
structure that is an array of changing beer information maps. The maps give the 
Brewery ID/Name and Beer ID/Name of the typical beers. The Beer ID/Name may 
be blank or “--varies--”.  

Field 
Name 

ChangingBeerNumber 

Purpose Number of changing beers 

Format Unsigned number 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Zero 

Example 2 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

TypicalChangingBeers 

Purpose To record typical examples of changing beers that are often served 
by the pub. 

Format A JSON encoded structure of changing beer information 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example [{"BR":"Marston’s","BE":"Pedigree"}] 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

ChangingBeerSource 

Purpose Records the area of the country from which the pub’s changing beers 
are normally sourced 

Format The name of the area 

Pattern (national|regional|local) 

Default national 

Example local 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

ChangingBeerComment 

Purpose Used to note availability restrictions or other comments about the 
changing beers 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Winter only 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

ChangingBeerDispense 

Purpose Describes the methods of dispense that are used for the changing 
beers. 

Format A string of up to four characters, each being one of the letters H, G, P 
and A, representing Handpump, Gravity, Electric or other pump, and 
Air pressure. 

Pattern [HGPA]{1-4} 

Default Blank 

Example HG 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

RareChangingBeerStyles 

Purpose Lists the rare beer styles regularly included in the pub’s portfolio of 
changing beers 

Format A comma separated list of rare beer style names 

Pattern ((Stout|Porter|Old Ale|Mild|Strong Mild|Barley Wine|Weak 
Beer|Wheat Beer|Strong IPA|Real Lager)(,(Stout|Porter|Old 
Ale|Mild|Strong Mild|Barley Wine|Weak Beer|Wheat Beer|Strong 
IPA|Real Lager))*)? 

Default Blank 

Example Stout,Porter 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

RareChangingBeerStylesComment 

Purpose Qualifies the list of rare changing beer styles, giving more information 
about the beers and their availability 

Format Free text comment 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Winter only 

Owner Branch 

 
2.20 Real Ale is available 

2.20.1 Notwithstanding all the above discussion on the representation of a list of draught 
real ales, this specification is cognisant that branches will be unable to regularly 
survey all the pubs that serve real ale in their branch area, and therefore there will 
be instances where either no specific real ales are listed, or the surveyed data is too 
old to be judged reliable, and therefore will not be listed in an online pub guide.  

2.20.2 As a result, large numbers of pubs may be excluded from online pub guides on the 
assumption that they sell no real ale at all, even though the branch may know that 
there is a very high probability that real ales are still being served, even if they have 
no details of which real ales. 

2.20.3 To compensate for this, the RealAle flag may be used to denote availability of real 
ale.  

Field 
Name 

RealAle 

Purpose To flag that real ale is regularly served 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 
 
2.21 Cellarmanship 

2.21.1 The CaskBreather and MisleadingDispense fields record whether the pub uses a 
cask breather or any form of misleading dispense on any beer. The fields can 
record a value of Yes, No or Don’t Know. 

2.21.2 For inclusion in the Good Beer Guide, both fields must given as No. 

2.21.3 The GBG form has tick boxes for the use of cask breather and misleading dispense. 
These are asking whether the surveyor has confirmed the absence of cask breather 
and misleading dispense. Having these ticked means the branch can set the fields 
to No.  

2.21.4 Free-text comments can be associated with this information. 

2.21.5 Cask Marque status will be maintained centrally not by branches. 
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Field 
Name 

CaskMarque 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has a Cask Marque accreditation. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’, that is no Cask Marque accreditation 

Example yes 

Owner HQ 

 

Field 
Name 

CaskBreather 

Purpose This field records whether the pub uses any carbon dioxide, nitrogen 
or any gas mixture, contrary to CAMRA recommendations, on any of 
the beers served.  

Format A one letter code. 

Pattern (yes|no|\?) 

Default ? – meaning “don’t know” 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

CaskBreatherComment 

Purpose A comment about the use of cask breather 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. Only relevant if 
CaskBreather = ‘yes’. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Only on guest beer 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

MisleadingDispense 

Purpose This field records whether the pub uses fake or false hand pumps, 
contrary to CAMRA policy.  

Format A one letter code. 

Pattern (yes|no|\?) 

Default ? – meaning “don’t know” 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

MisleadingDispenseComment 

Purpose A comment about the form of misleading dispense used. Only 
relevant if MisleadingDispense = ‘yes’. 

Format An arbitrary string of printable characters. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Fake cider handpump 

Owner Branch 
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2.22 Description 

2.22.1 The description is a free text field, arranged either as a single line or an array of 
lines. An array of lines is represented by a JSON encoding of the array. If the field is 
not a valid JSON encoding then it represents a single line of text. 

2.22.2 The description text is Unicode. How this is encoded depends on the method of 
transporting the data.  

2.22.3 Where a database cannot handle Unicode, it can apply some simple string 
substitutions to convert the special characters that will typically arise into their ANSI 
equivalents, for example converting smart quotes to string quote. 

Field 
Name 

Description 

Purpose Description of pub 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers) which is either 
a JSON encoding of an array of strings or a simple string. 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank. 

Example Hard to find rural gem. 

Owner Branch 

 
2.22.4 The printed Good Beer Guide continues to require descriptions that are no longer 

than 80 words, due to restrictions on the number of printed pages, but all online 
guides are not constrained in the same manner. So to allow an abridged version of 
the description to be given for the GBG, the additional GBGDescription fields is 
included. This field is only used for pubs which are full entries or reserves in a 
specific edition of the GBG. If this field is blank, the Description fields is used for the 
GBG, in which case it must be no more than 80 words. Note that the GBG 
description must be only one line. 

Field 
Name 

GBGDescription 

Purpose Description of pub 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank. 
A description must be given for GBG submissions. 

Example Hard to find rural gem. 

Owner Branch 

 
2.23 Simple Facilities 

2.23.1 Each facility is a tick box and most have an associated comment field. Where a 
local database does not support a particular facility (for example, the GBG does not 
use all of them), they are simply ignored. 

2.23.2 Boolean fields represent the tick box values. Where notes/comments fields are 
used, one or two additional fields are defined. 
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Field 
Name 

RealFire 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has a real fire - a fire fuelled by coal, 
smokeless fuel or logs 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Quiet 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has no piped music, electronic games or TVs 
in at least one room 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

SeparateBar 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has a separate bar 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

FamilyFriendly 

Purpose Indicates that the licensee guarantees that families are warmly (and 
legally) welcome and in at least one distinct area of the pub – not just 
a corridor or a corner of the main bar or lounge 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

FamilyFriendlyComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the types of facilities, separate room, 
children’s games etc 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example High chairs available 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

Garden 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has a garden or outside drinking area. This 
may vary from a garden to benches on a pavement or even a village 
green. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

GardenComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the type of garden or outside drinking area, 
e.g. field, formal garden, patio etc. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Roadside patio 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Accommodation 

Purpose Indicates that the pub provides rooms to let (no assessment of quality 
or price is made) 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

AccommodationComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the number of rooms, whether ensuite, and 
other facilities 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example 5 rooms 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

LunchtimeMeals 

Purpose Indicates that the pub serves lunchtime meals - not snacks but 
substantial fare (including one hot dish), and in the pub itself and not 
in a separate restaurant 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

LunchtimeMealsComment 

Purpose Details of the meals offered at lunchtimes such as the types of food 
offered on the menu. Note that the times meals are served at 
lunchtimes should be indicated in MealTimes. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Bar snacks 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

EveningMeals 

Purpose Indicates that the pub serves evening meals - not snacks but 
substantial fare (including one hot dish), and in the pub itself and not 
in a separate restaurant 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

EveningMealsComment 

Purpose Details of the meals offered in the evening such as the types of food 
offered on the menu. Note that the times meals are served in the 
evening should be indicated in MealTimes. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Thai cuisine 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

DisabledAccess 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is accessible to disabled people -  easy access 
for wheelchairs to the pub and WCs 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

DisabledAccessComment 

Purpose Details of access to pub and toilet and whether or special dedicated 
facilities 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Level access to bar and toilets 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Games 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has traditional games. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

GamesComment 

Purpose Details of types of games (darts, pool etc) and if located in separate 
area 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Including Devil among the Tailors 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Cider 

Purpose Indicates that the pub serves real cider 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

CiderComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the types of cider typically available. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Weston's Old Rosie 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Parking 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has its own car park 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

ParkingComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the number of parking places and ease of 
access. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example 4 spaces 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Smoking 

Purpose Indicates that the pub provides a sheltered area for smokers 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

SmokingComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the smoking area, e.g. whether a covered 
and heated area or otherwise. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Heated area 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

LinedGlasses 

Purpose Indicates that the pub uses oversized lined glasses for some or all 
beers 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 
 

Field 
Name 

Restaurant 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has a separate restaurant, which is in a 
dedicated area of the pub, and often provides waitress service, that 
is, orders are taken from the table and not from the bar 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

RestaurantComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe if this is a separate room, and the number of 
covers. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example 20 covers 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

FunctionRoom 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has a function room, which may be hired or 
used for meetings and events 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

FunctionRoomComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the size of the room, the numbers of people 
who could be accommodated for a meeting, and the availability. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Often used for weddings 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

DogFriendly 

Purpose Indicates that the pub is dog friendly, and typically this means all 
dogs and not just guide dogs, in at least one area of the pub 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

DogFriendlyComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe special qualifications, e.g. guide dogs only, 
only in the public bar etc. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Must be on leads 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

LiveMusic 

Purpose Indicates that the pub hosts regular live music events, including ‘open 
mic’ 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

LiveMusicComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the days of week or month when live music 
is on, the style of music, and whether professional or ‘open mic’. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Every Friday night 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

Newspapers 

Purpose Indicates that the pub provides newspapers 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

SportsTV 

Purpose Indicates that the pub has sports channel TV, e.g. Sky, BT Sports, 
ESPN 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

SportsTVComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe which channels, number of screens, and 
when available. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Sky Sport 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

WiFi 

Purpose Indicates that the pub provides WiFi access 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

WiFiComment 

Purpose Details of the WiFi access, e.g. whether it's free, and if not free, what 
network the service is on. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Obtain password from bar 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

LocAle 

Purpose Indicates that the pub always serves a local beer in accordance with 
local branch policy 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

LocAleComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe which brewery’s beers are typically 
available. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example Ludlow or Salopian 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

MemberDiscountScheme 

Purpose Indicates that the pub offers a discount to CAMRA members 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank – meaning ‘no’. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

MemberDiscountSchemeComment 

Purpose Can be used to describe the type and level of discount 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example 50p/pint 

Owner Branch 

 
2.24 Transport Facilities 

2.24.1 Separate distance fields for the bus and station fields are provided so each user of 
the data can decide whether to display the information using different distance 
criteria. The standard is to use metres for distances, on the basis that these are 
simple to represent as an integer and can be converted to other units for display 
purposes according to the preferences of the user.  

2.24.2 A zero distance is taken to mean ‘adjacent’ or effectively so, hence all guides will 
consider the facility to be “in range”. 

2.24.3 It is possible for more than one station or bus route to be in walking range of a pub, 
but currently only the nearest bus route or station name and distance can be given. 
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Field 
Name 

Station 

Purpose Whether the pub is near a railway station. The exact distance can be 
given in StationDistance, but if not it must be within reasonable 
walking distance, i.e. less than 800 metres (half a mile). 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default no 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

StationName 

Purpose Semi-colon separated list of the names of station near to pub. 
Relevant only if Station=yes 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning station name is same as Town 

Example Central 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

StationDistance 

Purpose Distance of pub from nearest station, in metres. 
Relevant only if Station=yes. 

Format Number 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Blank, meaning 0. 
A distance of zero means the pub is effectively adjacent to the 
station. 

Example 250 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Metro 

Purpose Whether the pub is near a Tram or light rail station. The exact 
distance can be given in MetroDistance, but if not it must be within 
reasonable walking distance, i.e. less than 800 metres (half a mile). 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default no 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

MetroName 

Purpose Semi-colon separated list of names of Tram or light rail station near 
to pub. 
Relevant only if Metro=yes 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning Tram or light rail station name is same as Town 

Example Central;Castle 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

MetroDistance 

Purpose Distance of pub from nearest metro stop, in metres. 
Relevant only if Metro=yes. 

Format Number 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Blank, meaning 0. 
A distance of zero means the pub is effectively adjacent to the Tram 
or light rail station. 

Example 250 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

Underground 

Purpose Whether the pub is near a London Underground, Overground or 
Docklands Light Railway stop. The exact distance can be given in 
UndergroundDistance, but if not it must be within reasonable walking 
distance, i.e. less than 800 metres (half a mile). 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default no 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

UndergroundName 

Purpose Semi-colon separated list of names of London Underground, 
Overground or Docklands Light Railway stops near to pub. 
Relevant only if Underground=yes 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning the London Underground, Overground or Docklands 
Light Railway stop name is unknown 

Example Oxford Circus 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

UndergroundDistance 

Purpose Distance of pub from nearest London Underground, Overground or 
Docklands Light Railway stop, in metres. 
Relevant only if Underground=yes. 

Format Number 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Blank, meaning 0. 
A distance of zero means the pub is effectively adjacent to the 
London Underground, Overground or Docklands Light Railway stop. 

Example 250 

Owner Branch 

 
2.24.4 Bus route information is stored as a JSON encoded array of route information. Each 

route is stored as a structure with the following fields: 

o Company - a string giving the name of the bus company operating the route 

o Route - a string giving the name or number of the bus route 

o Comment - a comment about the bus route service, such as timings or location 

2.24.5 To support legacy data, any BusRoutes string that is not a JSON encoded array is 
treated as a comma separated list of route names. 

Field 
Name 

Bus 

Purpose Whether the pub is near a bus stop. The exact distance can be given 
in BusDistance, but if not it must be within reasonable walking 
distance, i.e. less than 800 metres (half a mile). 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default no 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

BusRoutes 

Purpose JSON encoded array of bus route data 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning no bus routes specified. 

Example [{“Company”:“Red”,“Route”:“99”,“Comment”:“Daytime only”}] 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

BusDistance 

Purpose Distance of pub from nearest bus stop, in metres. 
Relevant only if Bus=yes. 

Format Number 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Blank, meaning 0. 
A distance of zero means the pub is effectively adjacent to the bus 
stop. 

Example 250 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

BusComment 

Purpose A comment about the bus services that serve the pub 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank 

Example All services to bus station 

Owner Branch 

 
2.25 Camping Facilities 

Field 
Name 

Camping 

Purpose Whether there is a campsite near to the pub. 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default Blank, meaning no camping nearby. 

Example yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

CampingComment 

Purpose Additional details about the campsite. 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers). 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank. 

Example Pitches with hookups 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

CampingDistance 

Purpose Distance of pub from campsite, in metres. 
Relevant only if Camping=yes. 

Format Number 

Pattern [0-9]* 

Default Blank, meaning 0. 
A distance of zero means the pub is effectively adjacent to the 
campsite. 

Example 250 

Owner Branch 

 
2.26 Pub History 

Field 
Name 

HistoricInterest 

Purpose Provide a comment relating to the pub’s history 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers) 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning no comment. 

Example King Charles stayed here 

Owner Branch 

 
2.27 Events 

Field 
Name 

Events 

Purpose Whether there are regular events e.g. quizzes, poker nights etc 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default No 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

EventsComment 

Purpose Comment describing the kinds of events staged 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers) 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning no comment 

Example Quiz night Sunday 

Owner Branch 
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Field 
Name 

BeerFestival 

Purpose Whether beer festivals are regularly held at the pub 

Format Boolean value. 

Pattern (yes|no)? 

Default No 

Example Yes 

Owner Branch 

 

Field 
Name 

BeerFestivalComment 

Purpose Comment elaborating on the kind of beer festivals stage and their 
timing 

Format String of printable characters (no end-of-line markers) 

Pattern .* 

Default Blank, meaning no comment 

Example Easter Bank Holiday 

Owner Branch 

 

3. Data Formats 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 The specification does not place any constraint as to how the end systems store the 
data internally.  

3.1.2 Where pub data is being stored in a database, the structure of that database need 
not correspond directly to the format defined in this specification, as the database 
code may translate between the different formats.  

3.1.3 Where pub data is being stored in a spreadsheet or a word processing document 
table, the opportunities for the physical format of the stored data to be different from 
this specification become more limited.  

3.1.4 In practice it is recommended that storage of data in word processing documents is 
avoided, and if a spreadsheet is used it is recommended that the physical format 
should comply with the CSV format in this specification. 

3.2 Whitespace 

3.2.1 Whitespace (space, tab and end-of-line markers) in fields is collapsed. That is, all 
whitespace characters are replaced by a space and leading and trailing spaces are 
removed. Runs of more than one space character are replaced by a single space.  

Whitespace 
character 

Character code 
(hex) 

Space 0x20 

Line feed 0x0a 

Carriage return 0x0d 

Tab 0x09 
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3.3 CSV (Comma Separated Values) 

3.3.1 There are many different styles of CSV and it isn't a standard, and that is why this 
specification is provided. However, for anyone using Microsoft products like Access 
and Excel, these systems export data as CSV to the specification given below. 

3.3.2 A CSV file is formatted as a number of lines, each divided into a number of fields 
using a comma. The first line is a header that gives the names of the fields. 
Subsequent lines hold the data for an individual pub. 

3.3.3 The field names in the header line are case-insensitive, but the case should be as 
defined in this document. 

3.3.4 A CSV file can contain non-standard fields, so an application should ignore any 
fields it does not understand. Future extensions to the standard may choose names 
that clash with any non-standard usage, so any application that adds non-standard 
fields must be prepared to change their names in the future. 

3.3.5 The line terminator can be either CR or CR/LF in order to support Windows, 
Macintosh and Unix systems.  

3.3.6 If any fields are ‘blank’ for all records in a dataset, the column may be omitted. 

3.3.7 The columns may be given in any order as the header gives the relationship 
between value and field.  

3.3.8 Trailing field values may be omitted. The fields default to the empty string. Fields 
may only be omitted if the empty string is a legal value.  

3.3.9 Where a field starts with a quote character it is terminated by a quote character and 
may contain commas and escaped quotes, which are represented by a pair of 
quotes. No whitespace is to be given between the commas that separate fields and 
the quotes of quoted fields. 

3.3.10 Text fields that contain a comma must be enclosed in quotes.  

3.3.11 Where fields start and end with quotes, it is assumed that the field is quoted, even if 
it does not contain any commas. So a field whose value starts with a quote must be 
quoted.  

3.3.12 No field values are multi-line. That is any newline characters terminate a record. 

3.3.13 The strings “yes” and “no” represent Boolean field values. The empty string is taken 
to mean ‘no’. Consequently, omitted Boolean fields default to ‘no’.  

3.3.14 A count field that is blank is taken to be zero. 

3.3.15 The Regular Draught Beer information is a repeating group of four fields. In CSV 
format draught beers will be recorded in fields called Brewery1, Beer1, 
BeerComment1, Dispense1, Brewery2, Beer2, BeerComment2, Dispense2 and so 
on. 

3.3.16 CSV files have no way of specifying the character set being used, so field values 
should be encoded in ANSI. But it is likely data will be either in the Windows or the 
MacOS code pages. The table below lists the likely characters that will be 
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encountered. Database systems should make best efforts to handle these 
differences. 

Character Windows 
Character Set 

MacOS 
Character Set 

UTF-8 
Representation 

£ (pound) 0xA3 0xA3 0xC2 0xA3 

€ (euro) 0x80 0xDB 0xE2 0x82 0xAC 

– (long hyphen)  0x96 0xD0 0xE2 0x80 0x93 

‘ (left smart apostrophe) 0x91 0xD4 0xE2 0x80 0x98 

’ (right smart apostrophe) 0x92 0xD5 0xE2 0x80 0x99 

“ (left smart quote) 0x93 0xD2 0xE2 0x80 0x9C 

” (right smart quote) 0x94 0xD3 0xE2 0x80 0x9D 

á (a-acute) 0xE1 0x87 0xC3 0xA1 

à (a-grave) 0xE0 0x88 0xC3 0xA0 

é (e-acute) 0xE9 0x8E 0xC3 0xA9 

è (e-grave) 0xE8 0x8F 0xC3 0xA8 

ç (c-cedilla) 0xE7 0x8D 0xC3 0xA7 

 
3.4 XML 

3.4.1 The XML schema used to represent pub data is described here informally.  

3.4.2 Note that this XML schema specification is described here for future reference. At 
present none of the systems based on this overall pub data specification use XML 
for pub data interchange. 

3.4.3 Data about a pub is marked with a <pub> tag. The tag has an attribute that 
specifies the pub’s unique reference.  

3.4.4 A collection of pub data records is marked with a <pubs> tag. The version attribute 
of the pubs tag indicates the version of the standard that the data conforms to. 
Currently this is version “1”. 

3.4.5 Child tags of the <pub> tag are used to represent each simple data field, except the 
unique reference, using the field name in lower case. The tag’s text value gives the 
field’s value. Boolean values are represented by “yes” and “no”.  

3.4.6 To represent the repeating fields of the regular draught beer information, the 
repeated group of fields is collected together by a <regular> tag. 
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<pubs version=”1”> 

 <pub id=”unique id”> 

  <field>value</field> 

  … 

  <regular> 

   <brewery>name</brewery> 

   <beer>name</beer> 

   <comment>text</comment> 

   <dispense>flags</dispense> 

  </regular> 

  … 

 </pub> 

 … 

</pubs> 

3.4.7 Whitespace is not significant and is collapsed, stripping leading and trailing 
whitespace and replacing runs of whitespace characters with a single space. 

3.4.8 Note that < and & characters in the field values are escaped as &lt; and &amp;. In 
addition, the character > may be escaped as &gt;. 

3.4.9 Tags with ‘blank’ values may be omitted. Where Boolean values are omitted, the 
default value is ‘no’.  

3.5 Compact Pub Opening Times (GBG) 

3.5.1 The syntax of the compact opening times strings used in the GBG is defined as 
follows using an extended form of BNF (Backus Naur Form) notation: 

<opening> ::= '9.30' | '9' | '10.30' | '10' | '11.30'  

    | '11' | '12.30' | '12' | '1.30' | '1' | '2.30'  

    | '2' | '3.30' | '3' | '4.30' | '4' | '5.30'  

    | '5' | '6.30' | '6' | '7.30' | '7' | '8.30'  

    | '8'  

 
<closing> ::= '2.30' | '2' | '3.30' | '3' | '4.30' | '4'  

    | '5.30' | '5' | '6.30' |'6' | '7.30' | '7'  

    | '8.30' | '8' | '9.30' | '9' | '10.30'  

    | '10' | '11.30' | '11' | 'Midnight' | '1am'  

    | '2am' | '3am' 

 
<day> ::= 'Sun' | 'Mon' | 'Tue' | 'Wed' | 'Thu' | 'Fri' | 

'Sat' 

 
<dayRange> ::= <day> | <day> '-' <day> |  <day> '&' <day> 

 
<daySet> ::= <dayRange>  

   |   <dayRange> { ',' <dayRange> }+ '&' <dayRange> 
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<openingSet> ::= <opening>  

       [  '(' <opening> <daySet>  

      { ';' <opening> <daySet> }*  

        ')' ] 

 
<closingSet> ::= <closing>  

       [  '(' <closing> <daySet>  

      { ';' <closing> <daySet> }*  

        ')' ] 

 
<times> ::= <openingSet> '-' <closingSet>  

    [ ',' <openingSet> '-' <closingSet> ] 

 

<openingHours> ::= <times> [ <daySet> ]  

       { ';' <times> [ <daySet> ] } 

3.5.2 Note that this syntax is relaxed about the day ranges. When output, the opening 
hours string would be in a canonical form that uses a minimum of day names. 

3.5.3 The semantics of the opening hours strings are relatively complex. To explain them, 
the elements of the syntax are annotated with attributes as follows: 

<opening>  openingTime : number 

<closing>  closingTime : number 

<day>    day : number 

<dayRange>  daySet : set of day 

<daySet>   daySet : set of day 

<openingSet> timeSet : [ day/‘Default’ => time ] 

<closingSet> timeSet : [ day/‘Default’ => time ] 

<times>   amOpening : [ day/‘Default’ => time ] 

     amClosing : [ day/‘Default’ => time ] 

     pmClosing : [ day/‘Default’ => time ]* 

     pmClosing : [ day/‘Default’ => time ]* 

<openingHours> hours : [ day => time(2) or time(4) ] 

3.5.4 Numbers represents the opening/closing times and days. Day ranges and day sets 
are represented by sets of day numbers. Maps, representing opening and closing 
time sets, map from days to times and can also map a special default day value to 
the default time. Times represent the opening and closing times for a one or two 
session day. Overall, a map gives the opening hours from day to two or four time 
values, specifying the opening and closing times for one or two sessions.  

3.5.5 Note that a problem with the GBG opening hours format is that in general times 
such as 11.00 are ambiguous, as they can either refer to 11am or 11pm. To avoid 
this issue it is assumed that pubs do not open late and do not close early. For 
example, “10-11” means open at 10am and close at 11pm, not opening at 10pm or 
closing at 11am.  

3.5.6 The syntax defined above does not cope with free-text elements found within some 
opening hours strings, for example, “winter” and “bank holidays”. These are difficult 
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to handle because it is not possible to distinguish them from mistakes. Such cases 
will need to be handled on a case-by-case basis by the GBG editors. 

3.5.7 In addition, the syntax specified here fails to handle the use of “closed” and “not”. 
An extension may be required in the future. 

3.5.8 Future versions may need to cope with a 24-hour clock, as the assumption about 
opening hour limitations may not hold in the future. 

3.6 Day-by-Day Opening Times Format 

3.6.1 The day-by-day format gives the opening times as a semi-colon separated list of 
day ranges that always completely cover the week in order Monday to Sunday.  

3.6.2 Each range is either for a single day, an adjacent pair or a range of three or more 
days. 

 Fri 

 Sat&Sun 

 Mon-Thu 

3.6.3 If no range is given, the default of Mon-Sun is assumed. 

3.6.4 The range format can be used for a pair, or even a single day, but this is 
unnecessary. 

3.6.5 Adjacent ranges can have the same times, but this is unnecessary because the 
ranges could be collapsed into one. 

3.6.6 The times for the range are given as one or two sessions. One session is an 
opening time and closing time separated by a hyphen. Two sessions are the 
open/close times of each session separated by a comma. 

 11-10.30 

 11-2,5-10.30 

3.6.7 The times for a day range may instead be “closed” to indicate there is no opening 
that day. 

3.6.8 Closing time may be qualified by “or later”. This means the actual closing time is 
often later than that specified where there is a demand. 

3.6.9 The times can be given using the 12 hours clock with am/pm, 24 hour clock or in 
abbreviated form, with the am/pm implied by whether the number is an opening or 
closing time. 

3.6.10 12 hour clock times are given as the hour or hour.minutes, for example: 

11 

10.30 

3.6.11 24 hour clock is given as hour:minutes, for example: 
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23:00 

22:30 

3.6.12 The time can also be specified as “midnight”.  

3.6.13 A session always starts in the day it is related to, but it may stretch into the next 
day. In such cases the closing time is less than the opening time given. 

3.6.14 Where the normal opening times are not followed in particular seasons or months, 
an alternate set of times can be given by appending the season/month name and a 
second set of times. For example: 

11-11 Mon-Sat; 11-10 Sun; Summer 11-11 Mon-Sat; 11-10 Sun 

11-11; Jan-Feb 11-10.30; Oct-Nov 11-10.30 

3.6.15 Separate times can be given for every season or every month, in which case no 
“normal” times are given, for example: 

Jan-Feb 11-10.30; Mar-Sep 11-11; Oct-Dec 11-10.30 

3.6.16 Month ranges and season names may be followed by a colon. 

3.6.17 Variations on the opening times for a day can be given by putting times in brackets 
along with the name of the variation. Bank Holidays are the only variations currently 
defined. For example: 

closed Mon (11-11 BH) 

3.7 JSON Opening Times Format 

3.7.1 The internal representation is a map from a string that represents some part of the 
year to an array of day times that give the opening times for that part of the year. 

OpeningTimes ::= map seasonalRange to dayTimesArray 

3.7.2 Parts of the year are either a season or a range of months, or the entire year. 

3.7.3 A blank string represents the complete year.  

3.7.4 A single month is given as the month’s index, with January being 0 and December 
being 11. 

3.7.5 Month ranges are given as a string in the format “first-last”, where first and last are 
the month indexes of the first and last months in the range. 

3.7.6 A season is given as the season’s index, with Spring being 12 and Winter 15. 

3.7.7 The day times array has seven elements. Each gives the times for a day, in the 
order Monday through Sunday. Each element is a map from variation name to a list 
of session times. 

3.7.8 There is always a variation with a blank name, and this gives the normal opening 
times. Where the times for a day are different on special occasions, these can be 
given as a named variation. The only variation named so far is “BH” which is used 
to record separate Bank Holiday opening times. 
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DayTimes ::= map variationName to sessionTimes 

3.7.9 Each variation has a list of session times. There is an element in this list for each 
session that day (up to two), so an empty list indicates closure that day. Each 
session has a start time, finish time and a Boolean flag indicating whether the 
closing time is often past the given finish time should there be a demand to remain 
open. These three values are placed in an array. 

SessionTimes ::= array SessionInfo 

SessionInfo ::= array( opening time, closing time, or later ) 

3.7.10 The opening and closing times are given as floating point numbers using a 24 hour 
clock. The minutes are represented by the fractional part as a fraction of 100 
minutes. So 10:30 is represented by 10.3 rather than 10.5. 

3.7.11 An opening time of midnight is represented by 00.00 and a closing time of midnight 
by 24.00. Where a session starts on one day and finishes the next, this is 
considered to be a session of the day in which it started. In addition, the closing 
time is recorded as a value greater than 24. For example a session that closes at 
2am the next morning has a closing time value of 26.00.  

3.7.12 Note that 24 hour opening is not supported. 

3.8 Pub Photographs 

3.8.1 This version of the specification does not cover the handling of pub photographs, 
but this is to be added in the future.  

3.8.2 The requirements for data interchange are something like as follows: 

• Associate a number of titled photographs with a pub; 

• Associate usage restrictions with each photograph; 

• Allow a service to provide a URL for accessing a photograph; 

• Allow a service to provide a copy of a photograph; 

• Allow services to maintain caches of photographs. 

3.8.3 In addition, provision is required for photographs to be uploaded to a service, but 
this is likely to be part of an application tied to the service and hence outside the 
scope of this specification. 

3.8.4 Initial thinking on the way the standard may develop is as follows.  

3.8.5 To support systems taking cached copies of photographs, it is proposed to use a 
cryptographic hash of a photo to act as its unique reference. This would allow one 
service to ascertain whether it already has a cached copy of a photograph held by 
another service. Unique hashes also make it possible to delete out of date copies of 
photographs from a cache.  

3.8.6 To allow web sites to select photographs that fit into a particular layout, it is 
proposed that the photograph’s attributes include width and height as this means 
the selection can be made without needing to access the photograph. 
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3.8.7 To allow usage of photographs to be controlled, it is proposed that some form of 
usage restrictions or rights be stored. This may need to encompass Creative 
Commons and other forms of common licensing models. 

3.8.8 The minimum meta-data for a photograph will be its title but other meta-data may 
be required, for example subject keywords would allow suitable photographs to be 
selected for a particular purpose. 

3.9 Ownership 

3.9.1 Each data field represents an attribute of a pub. Most of the information given by 
these attributes is provided and maintained by branches, and hence the branch in 
which the pub is located is the owner of most of the information about a pub. 

3.9.2 However, certain information is provided and maintained by other groups within 
CAMRA. For example, the Pub Heritage Group provides information about the 
National Inventory for Historic Pub Interiors, and hence they own a pub’s National 
Inventory listing details.  

3.9.3 For each field defined, the owner of the attribute is defined. So far the fields 
specified are assigned to one of the following groups: 

• Branch; 

• Pub Heritage Group; 

• HQ. 

3.9.4 A field’s owner is responsible for setting the field’s value. Other groups may ask for 
the data and may keep a copy of it, though they must be prepared to refresh this at 
reasonable intervals.  
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3.10 Prices Survey 

Field Name Description 

PubID  

Branch  

Owner  

Brewery1 Either free text or BreweryCode from BIS 

Beer1 Either free text of BeerID from BIS 

BeerABV1 BeerABV from BIS 

BeerPrice1  

Brewery2 Either free text or BreweryCode from BIS 

Beer2 Either free text of BeerID from BIS 

BeerABV2 BeerABV from BIS 

BeerPrice2  

Brewery3 Either free text or BreweryCode from BIS 

Beer3 Either free text of BeerID from BIS 

BeerABV3 BeerABV from BIS 

BeerPrice3  

CiderProd Lookup lists will be provided for this 

CiderMake Lookup lists will be provided for this 

CiderPrice  

LagerBrand Lookup lists will be provided for this 

LagerABV  

LagerPrice  

PubName  

PostCode  

 

4. Rendering Data 

4.1 Full Postal Address 

4.1.1 Concatenation of pub name, street (if not blank), town (if different from post town), 
post town (rendered in capitals) and post code. All are on separate lines. Note that 
the county is not included in the full postal address. 

4.2 GBG New Entry 

4.2.1 Deduced from list of guide editions. A pub is marked as a new entry in an edition of 
the guide if the list includes that edition but not the previous edition. 

4.3 Opening Hours 

4.3.1 If the Sunday hours are blank, the opening hours are given by the Weekday hours 
field. 

4.3.2 If the Sunday hours are not blank, the fields are combined using the pattern 
“<Weekday>;<space><Sunday>Sun”. 

4.4 Changing Beers 

4.4.1 The changing beer information can be rendered as a string as shown in the 
following examples: 
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• 1 changing beer (sourced regionally; often Marston’s, Salopian) 

• 4 changing beers (sourced locally; often Salopian, Three Tuns) 

4.4.2 Note, a pub with no regular draught beers and a changing beer count of zero is 
assumed to serve no real ale and this is shown as “No Real Ale”. 

4.5 Facilities with Distances 

4.5.1 Where a facility is associated with a distance, that is railway station, metro stop, bus 
stop and camping, the distance may be specified in metres. Each use of the pub 
data may impose a different criterion for selecting the facility, so it must compare 
the specified distance against its threshold. If the distance is less than or equal to 
the threshold, the facility should be included. A distance of zero means the pub is 
effectively adjacent to the facility. 

5. Data Interfaces to WhatPub 

5.1 CSV 

5.1.1 The complete working example of a set of pubs correctly formatted for upload to the 
WhatPub system can be downloaded from here:  
http://whatpub.com/download/camra-pub-data-specification-template 

5.2 XML 

5.2.1 The WhatPub back-end database provides services to the WhatPub front-end 
application that allow it to search and load pub details and online pub database 
systems for data synchronisation. The API for this is split into two. One is accessed 
via the JUG library and defines a Javascript programmatic interface while the other 
is more open and defines an XML over HTTP interface. 

5.2.2 The WhatPub API is documented on the dev.camrapubs.org.uk Wiki. Access to this 
central development resource is also allowed for authorised volunteer software 
developers. If you have developed a local branch online pub database system, 
please contact andy.shaw@camra.org.uk to request access to the 
dev.camrapubs.org.uk Wiki. 

6. Validation done on the WhatPub upload 

6.1 Dodgy Ciders 

6.1.1 Check the description for configurable list of phrases that are associated with non-
real Ciders, error given if any mentioned. 

6.2 Suspect Spelling 

6.2.1 Check the description for configurable list of phrases that are bad spelling, warning 
given if any found list includes various misspellings of Wetherspoon at the moment. 

6.3 Check the Postal District and Metro District where the town is “London”  

6.3.1 Warning if Town is London but the Postcode is not associated with the list of 
London postal districts (N, NW, SW, SE, W, WC, E and EC). 

mailto:andy.shaw@camra.org.uk
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6.3.2 Error if Town is London and Metro District is blank. 

6.4 Telephone number format 

6.4.1 Error if no telephone number (“None” is used to indicate explicitly that the pub has 
no telephone number). 

6.4.2 Warning if the number had to be reformatted (eg. brackets missing or in wrong 
place or present when they should not be). 

6.4.3 Error if the number is not appropriate (international or premium rate). 

6.4.4 Error if invalid (eg. wrong number of digits in subscriber number). 

6.5 Opening hours 

6.5.1 Error if missing. 

6.5.2 Warning if seasonal hours given. 

6.5.3 Error if the opening hours are badly formatted. 

6.6 Description 

6.6.1 Warning if description is too short (less than 50 words) 

6.6.2 Error if description is longer that 85 words 

6.6.3 Warning of over length if description is 81..85 words long 

6.7 Stations 

6.7.1 If no station/metro/underground is given, and there’s a station within half mile as the 
crow flies, a warning is given. 

6.7.2 If a station/metro/underground is given, and there’s no station within half mile as the 
crow flies, a warning is given. 

6.7.3 There is currently no check of the name of the station etc, as the data isn’t quite 
organised correctly for this at the moment. 

6.8 Bus Routes 

6.8.1 If bus routes are given but the Near Bus Stop is not ticked, an error is given. 

6.8.2 Bus routes are removed if they are too long. 

6.9 Regular Beers 

6.9.1 Beers only sold in bottles are ignored and a warning is given. 

7. Revision History 

7.1 Version 1.3 

Removed specification of Formatted Text format. 

Added pub email address field. 
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Added PreviousName field. 

Split the Coordinates field into separate Latitude and Longitude fields. 

Added data field ownership information. 

Added preliminary discussion on pub photograph data. 

Added preliminary specification for opening hours format.  

Renamed and refined definitions of fields relating to pub history. 

Moved branch and county code definitions to a separate document. 

7.2 Version 1.4 

Added recommendations regards physical formats that should be considered for 
implementing this specification (3.1) 

Clarification of the specification of CSV format (3.4) 

Clarification of the definition of the County field (this is GBG County, and not mailing 
County) (2.2) 

Improved definition of Post Town (2.8) 

Clarification of the meaning of a Survey (2.12) 

Clarification of the handling of Opening Times (2.16) 

A major restructuring of Premises specification, clarifying premises type, the open/closed 
status, and added the PubWatchSurvey key (2.19). 

A significant redefinition of CaskBreather and MisleadingDispense to remove 
inconsistency between the pub data specification, the GBG survey form, and the GBG 
Submission system. (2.22) 

Added various optional comments fields for facility flags (2.24 and 2.25). 
 
7.3 Version 1.5 

The entire document was restructured to place technical specifications only relevant to 
developers at the end of the document, and keep functional data specifications and 
definitions in section 2. 
 
Introduction (1.2 - Scope of Pub Data) clarifies the scope of pub data that it is hope 
branches will provide. 
 
Section 2 - for most existing fields more details about the purpose of each field has been 
provided. 
 
Section 2.1- Unique Reference (PubID) - provides more details about the purpose of this 
field, and the fact that under no circumstances should the value of this field ever be 
changed. 
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Section 2.17 - Regular Draught Beers - the optional field Comment has been changed to 
BeerComment to remove the ambiguity in relation to other comment fields. 
 
Section 2.19 Real Ale field has been added as a simple Boolean YesNo so that for pubs 
that are not surveyed frequently and a list of known beers is not available, then this flag 
can be used in searches for pubs known to serve real ale. 
 
Section 2.22 the field CiderComments is changed to CiderComment for consistency with 
other comment fields, and the same applies to WiFiComment / WiFiComments. 
 
7.4 Version 1.6 

New fields added to the specification: 

Field Purpose 

AccommodationComment Number of rooms and whether ensuite  

DisabledAccessComment 
Details of access to pub and toilet and whether or 
special dedicated facilities 

DogFriendlyComment Special qualifications  

EveningMealsComment Types of meals 

Facebook The pub’s Facebook page 

FamilyFriendlyComment The type of facilities, separate room, children’s 
games etc 

FunctionRoomComment Size and availability 

GamesComment 
Types of games (darts, pool etc) and if located in 
separate area 

GardenComment Field, formal garden or patio 

GBGDescription A restricted max-80 word description for the GBG 

LicenseeType Which might be {manager, tenant, lessee, owner} 

LiveMusicComment When and what type of music 

LunchtimeMealsComment Types of meals 

LocAleComment Which breweries 

MealTimes Days and times available 

MemberDiscountScheme Yes/No 

MemberDiscountSchemeComment The type and level of discount 

ParkingComment Number of places and ease of access 

PremisesStatusComment Details of the type of irreversible change 

PremisesTypeComment Details of the type of pub, e.g. cafe 

RestaurantComment Separate room, number of covers 

SmokingComment Covered, heated area or otherwise 

SportsTVComment Which channels, number of screens, when available 

TieDegree Which might be {totally tied, partially tied, free} 

Twitter The pub’s Twitter hashtag 

Underground A flag to indicate a London Underground station 
within walking distance 

UndergroundName The name of the London Underground station 

UndergroundDistance The distance to the London Underground station in 
metres 

 
Fields deprecated from the specification: 

Field Purpose 
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PubWatchSurvey This field is derived from other fields. It is transient 
and is only determined each January for the annual 
Pub Watch Survey. It is local data and does not 
need to be exchanged. 

 
7.5 Version 1.7 

New fields added to the specification: 

Field Purpose 

ClubAllowsCAMRAVisitors  

ChangeType  

ChangeDate  

Fields deprecated from the specification: 

Field Purpose 

RealHeritagePub This information is now provided from the Heritage 
Pubs website. 

 
7.6 Version 1.8 

New fields added to the specification: 

Field Purpose 

LocalAuthority The District Council or other authority, including 
London Borough, responsible for change of use 
planning applications. 

ListedStatus The Grade I, II*, II listed status in England & Wales, 
and comparable ratings in Scotland and Northern 
Ireland. 

AssetCommunityValue YesNo field to indicate if the pub has been awarded 
ACV status.  

LegalProtection Free text, records any legal protection such as 
Grading, ACV, etc. 

OtherOwner A free text field, to describe the pub owner when not 
on the list of validated pub companies. 

Operator The company operating the pub, when the operator 
does not own the building.  

EmailPublish If the email address can be found in the public 
domain: internet, business card, advert etc, then we 
can publish it in WhatPub. If the email has been 
provided to us by the licensee then it can only be 
used by CAMRA. This simplifies the decision about 
what can/cannot be published on WhatPub and 
avoids any confusion over whether the licensee 
agreed or did not agree to have their email address 
published. 

OpeningTimes The new field OpeningHours replaces the previous 
fields WeekdayHours & SundayHours 

MealTimes Times meals are served, in same format as opening 
times 

BusComment Comment about bus services 
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BeerFestival YesNo flag to indicate beer festival(s) regularly held 
at the pub 

BeerFestivalComment Free text, details of any beer festival(s) held 

Events YesNo flag, used to indicate regular events e.g. 
quizzes, poker nights etc 

EventsComment Free text, used to provide details of regular events 
e.g. quizzes, poker nights etc 

ChangingBeerNumber Number of changing beers (replaces GuestNumber) 

TypicalChangingBeers List of typical changing beers 

ChangingBeerSource Area from which changing beers are typically 
sourced 

ChangingBeerComment Free text comment about changing beers (replaces 
GuestComment) 

ChangingBeerDispense Methods of dispense used for changing beers 
(replaces GuestDispense) 

RareChangingBeerStyles The pub’s range of changing beers regularly 
includes a rare beer style. 

RareChangingBeerStylesComment Free text comment qualifying the range of rare beer 
styles offered. 

 
Deprecated fields: 

Field Purpose 

WeekdayHours Replaced by OpeningTimes 

SundayHours Replaced by OpeningTimes 

GuestNumber Replaced by ChangingBeerNumber 

GuestDispense Replaced by ChangingBeerDispense 

GuestComment Replaced by ChangingBeerComment 

BeerID1 … BeerID6 &  
BreweryID1 … BreweryID6 

Replaced by RegularBeers 

GuestBreweryID1 … 
GuestBreweryID6 

Replaced by ChangingBeers 

 
Revised Fields 

Field Purpose 

Owner The organisation that owns the building. Changed to 
a validated field, validated by a lookup list of 
identified pub companies with more than a given 
number of pubs (initially a dozen). 

Description Can be multi-line, using a JSON encoding of the 
array of “paragraphs”. 

ChangeType New code introduced 

BusRoutes Now a JSON encoded array of bus route information 
structures 
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